We analyze the circumstances under which the violations of an approximate symmetry in a unified gauge theory of weak interactions are naturally suppressed; in particular, we investigate approximate muon-and electron-type lepton-number conservation as an example of such a symmetry. Extending earlier work, we propose a unified treatment of this symmetry together with strangeness conservation by the weak neutral current and CP invariance. The rate for the decay p,~ey is calculated for a general SU (2) 
I. INTRODUCTION
There are a number of interesting examples in weak interactions of approximate conservation laws which hold to a very high degree of accuracy. These include the conservation of strangeness by the weak neutral current, separate muon-and electron-type lepton-number conservation, and finally CP invariance. The conservation of p. -and e-type lepton number may well be exact; we shall, however, take the view here of regarding it as an approximate symmetry, the validity of which has been experimentally demonstrated to a given level of precision. '
These three cases share an important common feature, which we should like to focus upon in this paper, with special emphasis on ILL -and e-type lepton-number nonconservation.
It is not difficult to construct a model in which approximate conservation laws hold in lowest order in the weak-coupling constant, G". The striking feature of the examples cited above is that the violationwhich, in principle, could occur in second order, i.e. , in order G~n, is in fact further suppressed. We propose, extending earlier work, " a unified approach to these three problems based on the idea of a mechanism which "naturally" suppresses violation of the given symmetry, with p, -and e-type leptonnumber nonconservation an an example.
Historically, the smallness of the Kl -R~mass difference, of the rate for K~-p, P, and of other strangeness-changing weak neutral-current processes necessitated the incorporation of the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) cancellation mechanism in gauge theories of weak interactions.
This mechanism precludes an s-d transition through the Z coupling in lowest order in the weak Lagrangian. But it does more than this; as has been discussed elsewhere, ' it also works at the one-loop level to suppress~S w 0 induced neutralcurrent effects to the level Gzn(~, '/mv')e c, where~, ' refers to the difference of certain quark masses squared, and~~=sin0~cos6)~, in the minimal Weinberg-Salam (WS) theory. Similarly, in gauge theories of microweak CP violation, ' the magnitude of CP violation in AS=1 processes is not of order G~, but, instead, of order G~(~, '/mv')e, where e -10 ' is the conventional measure of CP violation in the neutral K system. Furthermore, in this class of theories the electric dipole moment of a quark arises only in twoloop order, and is of order 10 " cm.
It is important to distinguish two aspects of this mechanism in a natural theory in which parameters of the theory are arbitrary. The first aspect is the appearance of certain mixing parameters such as e c and e, whose moduli are constrained to be less than unity, but whose magnitudes are otherwise arbitrary. For the present, these must be regarded as empirical quantities to be taken from experiment. The second aspect, which is the crux of the matter, is the occurrence of the mass ratio (Am, '/m"') for any values of the parameters; this depends only on the representation content of the model. Since m~i s presumably much larger than m, in any model so far contemplated, the above mass ratio represents a substantial suppression of the violation of the given approximate conservation law. This second aspect is what we mean by a natural suppression mech-16 anism.
The suppression factor (am, '(m"') reflects the fact that two different quark transitions contribute with opposite sign and, in the absence of any mass difference, with equal magnitude. Because of this, the leading term of various amplitudes cancels, and the remainder is of the order of the above mass ratio, in the absence of infrared singularities which might arise in the limit m, 0.
The theoretical basis for the natural suppression mechanism has recently been studied systematically in SU(2} x U(1) gauge theories in which quark mass terms are arbitrary (i.e. , in those models in which there is no zeroth-order natural relation among masses and mixing parameters; see below). ' Glashow and Weinberg have established general necessary and sufficient conditions which guarantee that the weak neutral current naturally conserves fermion flavors in orders G~a nd G~a. The conditions are (1}that quarks of a given charge and chirality have the same weak T and T"and (2) that quarks of a. given charge receive their mass either from a gauge-invariant bare mass term or from their couplings with a single neutral Higgs field (but not from both). One of us determined in the same framework the conditions which guarantee that~nS~= 2 transitions, both CP conserving and violating, are naturally suppressed. '
They are (1) the Glashow-Weinberg conditions (but without the bare-mass option, since the possibility of such a coupling is precluded by the next condition), and (2) the requirement that quarks of charge q and quarks of charge q + 1 do not belong to the same isornultiplets for at least one chirality.
Let us now shift our attention to the leptonic sector and consider the role of the natural suppression mechanism with regard to the conservation laws of separate electron-and muon-type lepton number. In unified gauge theories, these laws have occupied a rather special position. In contrast to the conservation of electric charge, the conservation of muon-type a,nd electron-type lepton numbers is not associated with the gauge-invariant coupling of a conserved p. -or e-type lepton current to a, massless gauge vector boson.
That is, these conservation laws, if exact, are not realized in nature as gauge symmetries. Indeed, since the weak gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken, the eigenstates of the weak gauge group are in general not eigenstates of the mass matrix. Therefore, there will in general be mixing between fermions of the same chirality and charge, which will prevent the existence of a conserved quantum number assigned to the particles in a particular weak multiplet. As has been remarked upon before, ' in the rninimal Weinberg-Salam model with just two lefthanded doublets" (v, , e)~a nd (v", v. )~, the exact degeneracy of the neutrinos (guaranteed by their masslessness) implies separate p, -and e-type lepton-number conservation. More generally, consider a model with n left-handed doublets (N"e)I, (N"p)1"(N"L,)~, .. . , (N", L")~, where the neutral leptons N".. . , N"are degenerate. Certainly the natural way to guarantee this degeneracy is to make these neutral leptons massless, but this is not necessary. Now one can define v, - =N" v"-= N"v, . = N, . as both the mass eigenstates and the weak gauge group eigenstates. Assign to the electron multiplet the electron-type lepton number X, , and similarly for X",P". . . , P". Then in such a theory these n quantum numbers "will be exactly conserved. ' L', L ) which can communicate with rnuons and electrons or (3) enlarges the original doublets to triplets or higher-dimensional representations of weak SU(2), then p, -and e-type lepton numbers will not be separately conserved. The Fig. 1 . In the nondiagonal case where f, af" there are also the self-energy graphs shown (for f, = p, , f, =e) in Fig. 3 . For the realphoton ampbtude, these give a zero contribution and for the virtual-photon amplitude, they contribute only to the renormalization of the (nondiagonal) vector and axial-vector form factors. The treatment of these self-energy graphs is discussed in greater detail in the Appendix. In the nondiagonal case, the graph involving a Z in Fig. 1(c Eqs. (2.20) The invariant amplitude for f, -f, +y (virtual or real) has the general Lorentz and Dirac structure (with P, =P, +q) %"(f,(p ) f (p,)+y(q)) iu-(2P ) 2y"(F, "(q')+F", (q')y, ) Let us consider next the W graphs l(a) and l(b).
For the p. -ey decay, the LL, RR part of these graphs will, in general, give a contribution to F» "(0) of order eG»m"'/(8 'w), while the LR, RL part will give a contribution of order e G"mLm"/ (8w'), where again, mL denotes the mass of a generic internal virtual lepton (specifically, the maximum mass in the case of widely disparate masses) in Figs. 1(a) , and 1(b). Thus the LL, RR part will produce a p. -ey branching ratio of order (a/w}, while the LR, RL part, if present, will yield an even larger rate of the order (a/w)(mL/m")'. We must therefore require that the corresponding matrix elements (e)9', C, ;""7',~l L), (e~V'", C, , " X V", )lL), (e)I,C, ";" MDf, (lL), and (e)f'", C, , (3.3a) and (3.3b ) of v, and v, the deviation from unit norm is rendered explicit; for example the W'ev vertex is The inner product of v, and v" is ( i'u'" I '+ le "i ')"'(le i '+ i'll i')"' (3.3c) where we have used the fact that Z&'u»'lt» = 0. (3.8) we have, for the dominant part of (F2v(0))~~'s~,
But with M as given in Eq. (3.7), (3.10) =0.
The same argument applies to (F",(0))z""'"z, and thus the dominant LR, RL contributions to (F, " (0) %&")(i&-eee)""=i, '»,%. *»u, (p, ) y, Q-', --, 'ln))+ 'e, "R(--, ') u"(p, )u,(l,)y &), (I,) (4.26) For the Z and 8"8" exchange graphs, me can simply use, vrith appropriate changes, the results of our previous general R~gauge calculations, " letting $ -0 match the $-limiting procedure used for the photon graphs. Note that the only W'W graph is Fig. 2(g) . In contrast to the case with the photon graphs, in the Z and W'W graphs there is no reason why the leading y and y, y, terms [the analogs of E» "(0), "] must vanish, and indeed they do not. They dominate over the io, 8q~and io,~q~y, terms by a power of (m~'/ m"'), since in order to form the latter terms one loses one, and hence by symmetric integration, two powers of loop momenta in the Feynman integrals. As in the photon graphs, the q"and q"y, terms give zero contribution.
Denoting the full one-loop effective Zi).e vertex by iE' )(ep"p,), we calculate the Z-exchange amplitude to be~f g g %&e)=iu, (p, )E'e)(p"p, )u"(p,), Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) Fig. 4; (5.19) which exhibits more explicitly the GIM cancellation operating among the u, c, and E quark contributions.
In order to illustrate the statement about the double GIM mechanism, it is convenient to consider the special case of the KM model where '0 has the form (5.5) while 'u is still arbitrary, subject to the various experimental constraints discussed previously. In this case, neglecting m"' relative to m, ', we have 2 2 5 (Rsd-eg)=, r 'a»a,*, sin8ccos8c(dy Ls)(ey Lg)~' ln I, gc mc (5.20) Thus the double GIM mechanism has indeed produced the product q~q, in the numerator; however, one power of f is essentially canceled by the infrared pole of the Feynman integral, 1/(f~-f, If(K~-p, y, )"", "~=0. 'I x 10 ". (5.26) The unitarity bound on the K~-p, p, rate is determined by computing the contribution of the 2y inr (K -p, v) 2v' c (1 -m"'/m ')' r' (5.25) from which it follows that termediate state to the imaginary part of the amplitude. In fact, the 2y contribution dominates this imaginary part; it can be calculated from the measured rate for the decay K~-yy and yields the bound" F(Ki-pp, ) & I"(Ki-pp), "", ", = (1.2x10 ')I'(K~y y) = (6x10 ')I'(K~all}. (5.27) The actual rate is comparable to this bound":
Thus evidently the short-distance free-quark processes contribute only about a fraction 10 ' of the total rate for K~-p. p, . Since the yhotons are on the mass sheQ, the had- FIG. 5 . Graphs contributing in a general SU(2) & U (1) model to the p e yy amplitude. The heavy dots in (a) and (b) represent insertions of the p e+ y one-loop amplitude.
The rectangular boxes in (c)-(e) denote nondiagonal p-e self-energy insertions (see Fig. 3 ). The heavy dot in Fig. (f) is the sum of graphs in Fig. 6 ' ' rn, xi~, .~;, I'. (5.31) would be rather involved; from considerations of (electromagnetic) gauge invariance, we estimate that the total amplitude is of order (u/v )G"mr fx (m~2/mv2)~, 3 '-10 "and/or (b) (l~I '+ l~I ')"' (5.39) in analogy with Egs. (3.2a) and (3.2b) ( 5.41 I'(L -v~+hadrons),~,~3 mz ' (I&"I + lu, l')(IM"I + IM"I') I' (p-ev, v") I'(p-ev, v") m"(I%."1'+ I' ll" I')(I u"l '+ I'a"l ') ' (5.45} where the factor of 3 comes from the sum over quark colors. Fig. 7 , which is the leptonic counterpart of the graph for s2 Vd. Other contributions to the off-diagonal matrix elements suchas VF-(yy)""""-i1e are negligible in comparison. Diagram (7) GeV) ' . In addition to measuring the total decay rate, it will be very useful to determine the angular distribution when the muon is polarized and also the photon polarization, the latter even if the muon is unpolarized. This will give information on the relative sizes and signs of E, (0), and E", (0), .
The decay p, -eee is estimated to proceed with a rate I'(p, -eee)x"--0.061'(p, -ey)«. In Figs. 2 and 3 contribute only to the renormalization of E, '"(0) and therefore have no effect on the g-ey amplitude or on SR'"'(p, -eel), the virtual-photon contribution to the p. -eee amplitude. We start with the electromagnetic WardTakahashi identity q"VX'"(Pl P2, q) = @~E "(P'1) -~" (P'2)I, (») where iV" is the proper (single-particle-irreducible) photon-fermion vertex between an initial and a final fermion of momentum p"and p"respectively, and q = P, -P"as in the text. Equation (Al) holds separately for the parity-conserving parts V"and Z', and for the parity-violating parts Vã nd Z~.
The effective vertex, including off-diagonal fermion self-energy insertions, is iE, ' " = iv, '"+ iQy, ' iz"'(P, ) 2 + iZ "~(P', ) u, V, (q)u, =s,V"'(P"P, ;q)s,~p2 2, 2 2. (A3) Note first that the contribution of off-diagonal self-energy insertions is q' independent. The form of V~(q) is V, "(q) =y"V,(q)+io~"q'V, (q')+ q, V, (q'). + io"~"V,(q') +q"V,(q'))n, (P, ). (A6) Equations (A5) Lett. 29B, 493 (1969) ; G. Feinberg, Phys. Rev. 110, 1482 ; S. Weinberg, and G. Feinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 3, 111 (1959) Phys. Lett. 59B, 293 (1975) and N. Vasanti, Phys. Rev. D 13, 1889 . K. Fujikawa, Phys. Rev. D 7, 393 (1973) . There S. Petcov, and B. Pontecorvo, in Ref. 28.~I n the WS mode1, in contrast to the other models considered, there are no large virtual lepton masses in the denominators of the Feynman parametric integrals. Thus, if for any of the quantities which we calculate, these integrals were to have infrared 1ogarithms for zero lepton mass, we would have to retain the muon mass and would get terms of the form ln(mw, /m&~).
However, the relevant integrals are in fact regular for zero lepton mass, as is evident from the absence of a
